LANGUAGE SAMPLE ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Name: ___________________________ Articulation/Prosody ___________________________
Date: ____________________________
Activities: __________________________

1. Mean length response in words:
   #_________   Range _________   Rating _________ mos.

2. Mean morphemes per utterance in morphemes:
   #_________   Stage _________   Rating _________ mos.

3. Forms used:
   Plurals:   Regular__________________   Irregular__________________

   Prepositions: ___________________________   Verb "ing"__________________

   Articles: ___________________________   Adjectives__________________

   Copula: am __ is __ are __ questions ___________________ negation __________

   Auxiliary: am ______ is __ are __ questions __________ negation __________

   Negation: ________________________   Question Reversal: ______________

   Possessive Pronouns: ___________________________

   Subject/Object Pronouns: ___________________________

   Possessive marker: ____________________   Conjunctions: ____________________

   Future tense: ___________________________   Past tense: __________________

   Sentences:   Simple ____________   With phrases __________________

   Compound ___________________   Embedded ____________

   Complex ______________________

4. Subject-Verb Agreement of 20 sentences: ______ %

5. Pragmatics: Responding ___________   Initiating ________________

   Turn taking ___________   Topic Maint. ________________

   Appropriate ___________   Relevance ________________

6. Conveying Info/Narrative Style:
   Sequential _______________   Cohesive ________________

   Logical _______________   Age Approp. ________________

7. Question Forms Answered: yes/no ______ or _______ _______ What ______ What (doing) ______

   What (function) ______ Where ______ Who ______ Whose ______ Why (function) ______

   Why _________ How (process) ______ When ______ if/then ______

8. Vocabulary/ Semantics: TTR ________ %